PART B – BIDDING PROCEDURES

Revise: B2.1 to read: The Submission Deadline is 4:00 p.m. Winnipeg time, March 23, 2020.

PART E – SPECIFICATIONS

Revise: E2.10(a) to read: Women’s basic tank top not including racerback tanks;
Revise: E2.10(b) to read: Teal in colour. Acceptable colour substitutions are Jade Dome or Columbia Blue. However, colour supplied must be identical for garments identified as Items No. 8 through 11 inclusive;
Revise: E2.11(a) to read: Men’s basic tank top not including racerback tanks;
Revise: E2.11(b) to read: Teal in colour. Acceptable colour substitutions are Jade Dome or Columbia Blue. However, colour supplied must be identical for garments identified as Items No. 8 through 11 inclusive;
Revise: E2.12(b) to read: Teal in colour. Acceptable colour substitutions are Jade Dome or Columbia Blue. However, colour supplied must be identical for garments identified as Items No. 8 through 11 inclusive;
Revise: E2.13(b) to read: Teal in colour. Acceptable colour substitutions are Jade Dome or Columbia Blue. However, colour supplied must be identical for garments identified as Items No. 8 through 11 inclusive;
Revise: E2.14(g) to read: Screening on the back of the garment is to be done in white, centred between the shoulders and is to read: Deck Supervisor.
Revise: E2.18(a) to read: Women’s basic tank top not including racerback tanks;
Revise: E2.18(b) to read: Mustard in colour. Acceptable colour substitution is Gold. However, colour supplied must be identical for garments identified as Items No. 16 through 19 inclusive;
Revise: E2.19(a) to read: Men’s basic tank top not including racerback tanks;
Revise: E2.19(b) to read: Mustard in colour. Acceptable colour substitution is Gold. However, colour
supplied must be identical for garments identified as Items No. 16 through 19 inclusive;

Revise: E2.20(b) to read: Mustard in colour. Acceptable colour substitution is Gold. However, colour supplied must be identical for garments identified as Items No. 16 through 19 inclusive;

Revise: E2.21(b) to read: Mustard in colour. Acceptable colour substitution is Gold. However, colour supplied must be identical for garments identified as Items No. 16 through 19 inclusive;

Revise: E2.22(a) to read: Women’s basic tank top not including racerback tanks;

Revise: E2.23(a) to read: Men’s basic tank top not including racerback tanks;

Revise: E2.26(a) to read: Women’s basic tank top not including racerback tanks;

Revise: E2.27(a) to read: Men’s basic tank top not including racerback tanks;

Replace: E3.2 in its entirety to read: Subject to E1.3, the following products are approved.

(a) Items No. 1 and 12
   (i) A4 Apparel-The Pacer Women’s Tank NW2009

(b) Items No. 2 and 13
   (i) A4 Apparel-The Pacer Men’s Tank NW2009

(c) Items No. 3, 7, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26 and 30
   (i) A4 Apparel-Cooling Performance Crew T-shirt-Unisex N3142, N3402
   (ii) Augusta Product-Attain Wicking Raglan Sleeve Tee 2790
   (iii) Gildan-Dry Blend Adult T-Shirt 8000

(d) Items No. 4, 11, 15, 27, 29 and 31
   (i) Augusta Product-Dri-Power Fleece Crew Sweatshirt-698HBM
   (ii) Gildan- Heavy Blend Adult Crewneck Sweatshirt 18000

(e) Item No. 5 only
   (i) Augusta Product-Ladies Vital Polo 5019
   (ii) Gildan-Ladies Polo 45800L
   (iii) Harrington Brand-M280W Women’s 5 oz. Blend Tek Polo

(f) Item No. 6 only
   (i) Harrington Brand-M280 Men’s 5 oz. Blend Tek Polo

(g) Items No. 6 and 28
   (i) Augusta Product-Men’s Vital Polo 5017
   (ii) Gildan- Men’s Polo 45800

(h) Items No. 5, 6 and 28
   (i) A4 Apparel-Pique Polo N3008 (Unisex)

(i) Items No. 8, 16, 20 and 24
   (i) Augusta Product-Ladies Training Tank 1705

(j) Items No. 9, 17, 21 and 25
   (i) Augusta Product- Men’s Training Tank 705

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Q1: Will you accept other brands than listed above?
A1: Please see B6 Substitutions.

Q2: Does Colour have to match for T-shirt, tank, sweatshirt and golf shirts?

A2: Yes. Colour for each category must match. For example, all garment styles supplied under each colour grouping must be the same.